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Abstract. Developing personal data sharing tools and standards in conformity with data protection regulations is essential to empower citizens to control and share their health data with authorized parties for any purpose they approve. This can be, among others, for primary use in healthcare, or secondary use for research to improve human health and well-being. Ensuring that citizens are able to make fine-grained decisions about how their personal health data can be used and shared will significantly encourage citizens to participate in more health-related research. In this paper, we propose a ciTItzen-centric Data pLatform (TIDAL) to give individuals ownership of their own data, and connect them with researchers to donate the use of their personal data for research while being in control of the entire data life cycle, including data access, storage and analysis. We recognize that most existing technologies focus on one particular aspect such as personal data storage, or suffer from executing data analysis over a large number of participants, or face challenges of low data quality and insufficient data interoperability. To address these challenges, the TIDAL platform integrates a set of components for requesting subsets of RDF (Resource Description Framework) data stored in personal data vaults based on SOcial LInked Data (Solid) technology and analyzing them in a privacy-preserving manner. We demonstrate the feasibility and efficiency of the TIDAL platform by conducting a set of simulation experiments using three different pod providers (Inrupt, Solidcommunity, Self-hosted Server). On each pod provider, we evaluated the performance of TIDAL by querying and analyzing personal health data with varying scales of participants and configurations. The reasonable total time consumption and a linear correlation between the number of pods and variables on all pod providers show the feasibility and potential to implement and use the TIDAL platform in practice. TIDAL facilitates individuals to access their personal data in a fine-grained manner and to make their own decision on their data. Researchers are able to reach out to individuals and send them digital consent directly for using personal data for health-related research. TIDAL can play an important role to connect citizens, researchers, and data organizations to increase the trust placed by citizens in the processing of personal data.
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1. Introduction

Giving individuals more control over who can access their personal data for what purpose and making the data available using transparent and privacy-preserving methodologies will significantly encourage their engagement in healthcare research [1, 2]. To improve evidence-based healthcare research and empower healthcare authorities to optimize the accessibility and effectiveness of the healthcare services, we need sufficient personal health data [3]. However, personal health data is largely collected and managed by various healthcare providers. In Europe, many citizens have limited electronic access to their health data, often scattered among healthcare service providers [4]. As a result, citizens have limited control over their data, or need to control these data at various locations.

Since the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has been released, more data rights and information privacy are valued and provided to European Union citizens. However, there is no mature technology and standards that enable individuals to fully exercise their data rights in a simple way [5]. The public consultation on the European strategy for data showed that almost 88% of all respondents (806 contributors) would like to have more access and control over the data they generate [6]. A large proportion of the respondents would be willing to share their data, especially for health-related research, but a majority of them considered that there are no sufficient tools and mechanisms to “donate” the use of their data. For example, at present, if individuals are willing to contribute their health data to help chronic disease research, they need to look for an ongoing research study that is recruiting new participants and has requirements that are applicable. Meanwhile, individuals need to trust and be willing to share their data with this research study. However, sharing personal data often raises concerns about privacy, security, ownership, and accountability. Examples of these concerns are: who will have access to the data and study results, how the individuals can change/revoke the permissions to (fully or partially) access the data, and whether the data is used for other purposes.

In this study, we propose a new citizen-centric data platform (called TIDAL) that gives individuals fine-grained access to their data and ensures that citizen-controlled data are processed in a predefined manner. We designed a prototype as a proof-of-concept following an exploratory technology development process in light of our experience in the development of a privacy-preserving distributed data analysis infrastructure in the previous studies [7–10]. TIDAL consists of an integrated set of components for requesting subsets of data stored in personal data vaults using Solid technologies [11] and analyzing them in a privacy-preserving manner. Solid, which stands for SOcial LInked Data, is a set of technologies that facilitates users to create decentralized applications using Linked Data and W3C standards and protocols. We evaluated the performance of TIDAL by executing simulation experiments on various sizes of simulation data using three different pod providers (Inrupt, Solidcommunity, Self-hosted server).

Our long-term objective is to engage individuals to “donate” the use of their personal data for health-related research with maximal control over data access, storage, and analysis. To achieve this objective, this study takes one step and addresses the research question that what the technical feasibility, efficiency, and scalability of a Solid-based application is for health-related research that makes use of user-focused data access control, digital consent, and privacy-preserving data analysis. We believe the TIDAL platform will enhance citizen science, increase the trust placed by individuals, and the transparency of the processing of their personal data.

We summarize the main contributions of this paper:

1. developing an open source citizen-centric data platform that facilitates individuals to store and manage their data using a personal data vault technology (Solid) and provide direct consent to health-related research;
2. integrating Data Privacy Vocabulary [12, 13] to structure personal data requests as digital consents in TIDAL to meet the requirements of GDPR;
3. enhancing the interoperability of personal data use by formulating data requests into RDF format with integration of vocabulary services and standards;
4. integrating privacy-preserving data analysis algorithms using parameters and configurations promised in the data request and only the results are sent to the researchers; and
5. demonstrating the feasibility and efficiency of TIDAL in different experimental settings.

The article below is structured as follows: section 2 introduces the recent related work and remaining challenges. Section 3 describes the technologies we applied in the TIDAL platform. Section 4 presents the architecture of TIDAL, and demonstrates how it works for researchers and participants. Section 5 describes the experimental setup
and results of TIDAL in different user scenarios. Section 6 discusses our discovery and limitations of the current version of TIDAL. Finally, Section 7 outlines the conclusions and future work.

2. Related work

Researchers and companies have developed several personal data vault solutions with different emphases and features to enable individuals to manage the access, share, and use of their data. We identified the following projects and tools that have been applied in practice and provided a comparison table including detailed information and additional resources in the supplementary material. DEcentralised Citizen Owned Data Ecosystems (DECODE) [14], MyHealthMyData (MHMD) [15] and OwnYourData [16] are based on distributed-ledger technologies to provide traceable and transparent data-access control. MIDATA [17] and MedMij [18] are national programs in Switzerland and Netherlands that provide citizens with new data ecosystems to use their medical data for healthcare services and research. Digi.me [19] are CozyCloud [20] are commercial products providing mobile applications and cloud services to share personal data. The Hub of All Things (HAT) [21] – a foundation, MyDex [22] – a community interest company, and openPDS [23] – a research project – utilize Personal Data Store (PDS) technologies to provide users with servers to store and share their personal data and execute on-device computations.

2.1. Existing personal data vault technologies

DECODE and MHMD were both funded by the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme [25]. DECODE enables individuals to keep personal information private or share it for the public good using peer-to-peer networks and blockchain technologies. This ecosystem, from an operating system to an interactive dashboard, has been developed and piloted in Barcelona and Amsterdam. However, it focuses on individual control over data sharing rather than data processing and analysis. Individuals can specify “smart rules” for their personal data to pre-define under what conditions the data can be used. To guarantee privacy-preserving transactions in the Blockchain, DECODE uses the Coconut selective disclosure credential system [26]. Since DECODE relies on its own operating system and tools, it lacks the interoperability and extensibility that would be required for data mobility across healthcare systems and national borders.

MHMD [15] is another Blockchain-based solution that connects organizations and individuals to make anonymised data available for open research. It enables individuals to provide dynamic consent for different types of potential data usage and monitor the usage. Similar to the DECODE “smart rules”, the MHMD consent determines under what conditions the data can be used. MHMD supports data analysis algorithms combined with secure multiparty computation and asymmetric encryption for preserving privacy. However, individuals’ data is still hosted at organizations (e.g., hospitals), which are the only ones empowered to give permission to researchers requesting data. OwnYourData [16], developed by a non-profit organization, is another personal data management product that uses Blockchain technology to make data immutable. OwnYourData stores users’ personal data and provides the insights from it.

MIDATA [17], a nonprofit cooperative in Switzerland, operates a data platform that enables Swiss citizens to selectively share their data with medical research and clinical studies. MIDATA shares the same limitations as DECODE on the interoperability and extensibility of their data ecosystem. MedMij [18] is established as a standard in the Netherlands for the secure exchange of health data between Dutch residents and healthcare providers. MedMij, serving as a high-level guideline, proposes a set of information standards to structure health data from different sources and standardize data exchange. However, MedMij does not yet include researchers in the network nor facilitates citizens to voluntarily share their health data for research studies or any other purposes.

Digi.me [19] and CozyCloud [20] deliver commercial products to give people control of their data when using web or mobile applications, but both host data centralized on their own cloud servers. Similarly, MyDex [22] and HAT [21] offer PDS as cloud-hosted servers to store personal data and connect them to other applications and services on the Web or mobile. Different from the previous tools that host the PDS in their own servers, openPDS [23]

1Existing personal data management tools: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.19111508
allows users to self-host the PDS and use it as a service. OpenPDS also applies the SafeAnswers framework which executes the queries inside the PDS rather than sending anonymized data and returns and aggregates results from more than one PDS. It allows users to manage data access and monitor data usage. However, SafeAnswers presents a computational challenge for complex data analysis and does not consider the scenario of conducting research studies in large populations.

2.2. Remaining challenges

The existing solutions often focus on one particular aspect, such as personal data storage or overview, data access control, or data sharing with healthcare providers. To the best of our knowledge, there is no platform that enables individuals to connect with researchers to donate use of their personal data for research while being in control of the whole data life cycle including data access, storage, and analysis. Only a few tools support personal data analysis over a number of participants. These tools face challenges such as the data permissions are specified by the data organizations rather than individuals and the analysis algorithms are relatively simple. We also see an urgent need for more investments in data quality and interoperability to improve the feasibility and sustainability of personal data management platforms [2]. Therefore, we propose TIDAL to fill the gaps that we have identified from the existing works.

3. Background

3.1. Solid - Decentralized data management

Solid (SOcial LInked Data) is a decentralized data management platform based on W3C standards, Resource Description Framework (RDF), and Semantic Web technologies, initiated by Tim Berners-Lee [27–29]. Rather than tech giants storing and controlling personal data from their users, Solid technologies enable users to store and manage their data independently from the applications so that users can retain sovereignty over their data. Solid is composed of three core components: the data pod (i.e., where the data is stored), the application (i.e., the services that users can use and grant access to), and providers (i.e., where the pod and application are technically hosted).

Each Solid user is assigned with a WebID as a unique global ID for identification and authentication. Solid data pods are web-based storage services and databases where various types of data can be stored such as RDF triples, free text, images, videos, or even webpages. However, Solid is featured by its capability to parse and serialize structured data using RDF in syntaxes like Turtle and JSON-LD. Data in Solid pods can be accessed and managed using a decentralized authentication mechanism and Web Access Control (WAC) mechanism [27] that is a decentralized cross-domain access control system. WAC in Solid provides pod owners with a fine-grained access control for every single data element in their data pod by granting other Solid users and applications the permissions to read, modify, and write the stored data elements. The Access Control List [30] and Access Control Policy 5 are utilized in Solid to describe the different operations on the target data elements in the pods.

Solid applications are developed on top of the aforementioned technology stack using the Solid Protocol [31]. Most applications are developed for web or mobile platforms. Users can grant and revoke permissions of reading, writing, appending, and removing data elements to both Solid applications and other users at any time. Solid allows multiple applications to access and reuse the same data from a pod, thereby potentially minimizing data duplication and staleness. Solid pods can be hosted on public servers by pod providers which play a similar role as the cloud storage providers. Solid pods can also be self-hosted on personal servers, and migrated from pod providers to self-hosted. A single Solid user can own more than one data pod which is hosted by one or multiple pod providers. In this case, the user’s data can be distributed across different pods but all controlled by the same user and linked to the
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2WebID: https://w3id.org/wiki/WebID
3Solid OpenID Connect (Solid-OIDC) specification: https://solid.github.io/solid-oidc/
4Web Access Control: https://solid.github.io/web-access-control-spec
5Access Control Policy: https://solid.github.io/authorization-panel/acp-specification/index.html
user’s WebID. Users are able to select and change their pod providers at any time based on providers’ geographical locations, responsibilities, different degrees of privacy protection and legislation. Thus, Solid presents a distributed scenario that challenges the communication between Solid applications and data pods, but provides fine-grained data control to users.

3.2. Personal Health Train - Distributed data analysis initiative

The Personal Health Train (PHT) initiative was designed for healthcare innovators and researchers to access heterogeneous data sources and learn from distributed data in a privacy-preserving manner [32], [10]. The essence of this approach is to transfer the research questions and analysis algorithms (from researchers) to data rather than centralizing data. Only the analysis results are sent back to the researchers.

The PHT technology has been developed and implemented in several real-life use cases in the healthcare domain. In our previous studies, we have developed the PHT infrastructure to address horizontally and vertically partitioned data problems [9], [8], [33], [34]. In this study, we further extend the PHT infrastructure from the level of information control by organizations to information control by individuals themselves.

4. OVERVIEW AND IMPLEMENTATION OF TIDAL

The primary use case of TIDAL is for researchers (data requesters) who want to analyze personal data and participants (data subjects) who are willing to share their data for research. TIDAL, as a web application, facilitates researchers to publish research participation requests as digital consent to request personal health data from potential participants. Then, TIDAL enables participants to approve or decline requests, grant or withdraw permission to use their personal data by interacting with their Solid data pods. In this section, we will present the overview and implementation of TIDAL by describing a use case between two types of users - the participant and the researcher.

Participants and researchers need Solid accounts and data pods so that they can be authenticated and logged in TIDAL using their valid WebIDs and credentials. They can create a Solid account and request a data pod from any public pod providers [35] in a simple way or host a pod themselves if they have sufficient technical knowledge [36]. When logging in TIDAL for the first time, users need to grant TIDAL “Read” and “Write” permissions to their pods. With these permissions, TIDAL can query existing data elements in RDF format (as Fig. 1a), create new data elements or files (as Fig. 1b), and modify or delete data elements in a simple way. For example, to add a new data element to the pod, the user only needs to provide a path to the data file (e.g., https://username.podprovider.com/private/newFile.ttl), the URI of the data element (e.g., https://schema.org/name), and data value (e.g., “TIDAL”). The subject is an automatically generated URI (e.g., https://username.podprovider.com/private/newFile.ttl#123456789), while the URI of the data element and new data value are added as the predicate and the object respectively. The information provided by the user will be converted to RDF triples and sent to the data file in the user’s pod by TIDAL. General users are not required to have any knowledge of Solid specifications, linked data, or writing RDF triples. Users who have knowledge and experience in these technologies can do the same actions directly in their Solid pods.

The permissions that granted to TIDAL can be changed anytime by the users in the access control setting of their pods. It is important to note that the operations on the data can only be performed after users have successfully authenticated and logged in TIDAL. TIDAL does not take any actions on behalf of users or without interacting with users. For user who has multiple Solid pods, TIDAL enables the user to operate (read, write, modify, and delete) the data from all the pods that are linked to the user’s WebID.

TIDAL authenticates and interacts with Solid pods with a Javascript package - solid-node-client (V2.1.10) [37]. Solid-node-client enables pod owners to access their pods, create or modify data in their pods, and grant or revoke the permissions from an individual data file level to the entire pod level via a Solid web application. To store, parse, and query RDF data from Solid pods, TIDAL uses the rdfLib.js (V2.2.19) [38] and tripedoc (V4.4.0) [39]

Horizontally partitioned data is that particular data from different individuals are distributed over multiple data sources, while vertically partitioned data represents different data about a particular individual are distributed over multiple sources.
(a) An example of query personal data in a RDF format from a Solid pod using TIDAL (“Fetch” page).

(b) An example of creating a new data file and writing data element to a Solid pod using TIDAL (“Create” page).

Fig. 1. Examples of querying and creating data in Solid pod using TIDAL.

library. Similar libraries such as solid/query-ldflex can also be used to access data in Solid pods through LDflex expressions [40].

4.1. Researcher publishes participation request

To publish a participation request, the researcher is required to register as a “researcher role” on TIDAL by providing basic information such as job position, affiliation, and research topics. The researcher is issued a public-private key pair from TIDAL that will be used to verify the identity of the researcher and the integrity of the request. The public key is stored at the TIDAL, whereas the private key is privately stored only in the researcher’s pod. When the researcher publishes a new request, the request file is assigned to a uniform resource identifier (URI) by Solid. The URI of the request is stored in the researcher’s pod and TIDAL’s server, but the original request file is only stored in the researcher’s Solid pod. The content of the request is automatically signed by the researcher’s private key and the signature is stored in TIDAL’s server. Any changes to the request will cause a verification failure when the request is executed to retrieve participants’ data. TIDAL uses the Ed25519 algorithm [41, 42], a high-speed and high-security signature scheme, for public-key signature encryption. Ed25519 is an implementation of the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (EdDSA) using SHA-512 (SHA-2) and Curve25519 with Twisted Edwards Curve [43]. It has been widely used in protocols such as TLS 1.3 and SSH [44]. TIDAL uses Ed25519 from the TweetNaCl (V1.0.3) package [45], a port of the Networking and Cryptography library [46] to Javascript.

Figure 2 shows the request form for publishing a participation request. The request form includes fields to specify the following requested field (RF):

RF 1: the purpose of the research where researchers clearly indicate the purpose of processing personal data in their research. Researchers can select one or more from a list of data processing purposes described in DPV such as dpv:EnforceSecurity, dpv:ResearchAndDevelopment. These elements will be described and stored using their URIs (e.g., https://w3id.org/dpv#EnforceSecurity in the request form in the researcher’s Solid pod.

RF 2: description of the specific purpose where researchers elaborate the purpose with more details in human readable text. Researchers can fill in the answers in free text such as “Learn association between the status of Type 2 diabetes and patients’ dietary patterns using linear regression”.

RF 3: the category of requested data elements where researchers indicate which category of personal data best describes the requested data elements. Researchers can select one or more from a list of personal data categories described in DPV such as dpv:Health or dpv:Income and store them in the researcher’s pod.

RF 4: the data elements where researchers indicate the data elements (URI) that are requested from the participants. Researchers can fill in one or more URIs of the requested data elements. Researchers can also search for existing URIs from existing ontologies and select those for the requested data elements. For example, instead of requesting the “Age” in plain text, researchers can set the URI of Age in SNOMED
Please Note: This request form is structured using the Data Privacy Vocabulary (DPV). DPV provides terms (classes and properties) to describe and represent information related to processing of personal data based on established requirements such as GDPR.

Purpose of your research.

Description of your purpose:
Learn association between diabetes status and dietary pattern

Personal data categories:
Medical Health [Special] (Physical Health, Mental Health, DNA Code, Disability, Health History)
Demographic (Physical Trait, Income Bracket, Geographical)

Data elements (URI):

Consent Duration (Days):

Number of instances (minimal):

Data Processing Category:

Analysis Model:
Linear Regression

Consequences of data processing and impact of your research:
Help diabetes patients understand the impact of their diet pattern

Fig. 2. Participation request form on TIDAL.

(SNOMEDCT:397669002) as requested data element in the form. In this paper, we assume the personal health data of all the participants is structured and stored in the same way in their data pods. The data models that are used to structure and store the data are beyond the scope of this study. The limitation and future work regarding this point is described in the Discussion Section.

RF 5: the consent duration (days) where researchers indicate a future duration of the consent, which means how long the consent will last. TIDAL uses this information to calculate an exact expiry date when the consent will be no longer valid. Researchers can only give the number of days as answer in this field such as 90. Guidelines, references, and good practices can be provided on TIDAL in the future for how long a consent duration should be.

RF 6: the number of individuals who agree to participate in the study where the researchers specify a minimal number of participants required to initiate data processing. Researchers can only give integer numbers as the answer in this field such as 1000.

RF 7: the categories of data processing where researchers indicate which category or a chain of data processing will be performed on the requested data. Researchers select one or more from a list of data processing categories described in DPV such as dpv:Copy, dpv:Anonymise and dpv:Analyse.
RF 8: **the methods or algorithms in data processing** where researchers specify how the requested data will be processed. Researchers select one or more from a list of predefined algorithms such as *Linear regression*.

RF 9: **the impact and consequences** where researchers communicate the possible impact and consequences of data processing to the participants in terms of influence, change, or effect on citizens or society. Researchers answer in text that is human-readable and understandable for the general public.

To improve the interoperability of requested data elements, we have integrated the BioPortal API [47] in TIDAL to help researchers use standardized ontologies and terminologies for specific information elements. Bioportal is the most comprehensive repository of biomedical ontologies that includes more than 800 ontologies. TIDAL supports researchers to search the existing biomedical ontologies and terminologies provided by Bioportal and to apply them to the requested data elements. For example, instead of using "diagnosis" as a requested data element, researchers can look for the terms from well-established ontologies such as “http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/NCIT_C152” or “http://ncihpni.nih.gov/xml/owl/EVS/Thesaurus.owl#C15220”, by searching the keyword “diagnosis” in Data Elements (URI) in the request form.

After the researcher completes and publishes a participation request, TIDAL structures the request form as a RDF turtle file and represents it as a digital consent using Data Privacy Vocabulary (DPV-V0.7) and Schema.org vocabulary. Several ontologies and vocabularies that use semantic technology to implement and manage consent for data privacy and protection purpose have been studied by [48, 49]. Given the legal focus of TIDAL, we applied the DPV which specifically captures the relevant concepts of data processing in relation to EU GDPR. Each published participation request is labeled as a dpv:PersonalDataHandling and schema:AskAction and stored only in the researcher’s Solid pod (Step 2 in Fig. 3). Meanwhile, the URI of the request is recorded in an index file on TIDAL. When the participants look for the ongoing requests on TIDAL, TIDAL reads the URIs of the published requests in the index file, retrieves the information from the request files from researchers’ pods, and presents the information to the participants (see section 4.2). The request form is designed to be specific and structured as a digital informed consent. Complying with the GDPR requirements on consents, the request form describes the identifiers of the requester (researcher) and controller (trusted party – a certificated organization compliant with GDPR that executes the requests and analyses), what data elements in which personal data categories will be processed in what time frame, how the requested data will be processed for what purposes, and the possible risks and consequences of data processing such as for participants in relation to automated decision making. The overall schema of an example participation request is illustrated in Fig. 4a and the stored RDF format of the example is shown in Listing 1.

![Fig. 3. Interaction between researchers and participants on TIDAL. The researcher publishes the request and store it in his Solid pod. The participant views and approves the request on TIDAL. The participation record is stored in the participant’s pod and the trusted party.](image-url)
When a participant wants to view the ongoing data request, TIDAL queries RDF data from all ongoing data requests and displays them on the TIDAL Participation Web page (Fig. 5). To do so, TIDAL (1) retrieves all published requests from the index file; (2) filters the ones that are in the valid period (i.e., before the expiration date of the request); (3) checks if requested data elements exist in the participant’s data pod; and, (4) and displays the data requests to the participant in a human-readable manner in a card view. Each card is linked to its original request file in RDF format from the researcher’s pod (Listing 1). We assume that participants have their personal health data (e.g., medical records, medications, lifestyle and behavior data) structured and stored using RDF in their own Solid pods. Figure 5 shows an example view of the published participation requests on TIDAL from a participant’s perspective. Research purpose, personal data category, data processing category, and data elements are linked to the URIs of the terms.
If TIDAL detects the requested data elements in the participant’s pod, the card displays the “Approve” and “Decline” options, and the participant can voluntarily join the data request by setting up a preferable withdrawal time (earlier than the request expiry date) and selecting the party they trust to process their personal data. TIDAL generates an instance adhering to the schema:JoinAction and dpv:Consent in RDF format describing which request (URI) has been approved at what time and until when this approval is valid. The statement, acting as an approval consent (dpv:Consent), is structured by using DPV [50] and stored in a private folder in the participant’s Solid pod. Figure 4b and Listing 2 shows the schema of an example of participation and generated consent statements.

Listing 2: An example of generated participation statements in a RDF format in the participant’s Solid pod.

When the participant approves the request, two key actions will happen. First, the participant gives the trusted (or authenticated) party access to the requested data elements in the pod. Second, the participant’s WebID will be registered at the trusted party under the corresponding participation request URI (Step 4 in Fig. 3). Meanwhile, TIDAL generates logging information in the participant’s pod including at what time the access has been granted, to whom (WebID), to what data elements, for what data request (request ID), and the valid period of the permission. The logging is readable by the participants, but not editable by anyone. Until now, data elements have not been accessed and retrieved by any parties.
If TIDAL fails to detect the requested data elements in the pod, the card displays the "Send an anonymous message to requester" option and the participant cannot participate in the research. It is possible that the participant does not have the requested data, or that the researcher and the participant use different standards or ontologies to describe the same data element. In this case, the participant can send messages to the researcher anonymously on TIDAL to report this issue.

4.3. Data retrieval and analysis execution

To process the request, the following conditions need to be satisfied: (1) the request is in the inclusion period, and (2) the number of participants exceeds the minimum number set in the request. When the request meets both conditions, the researcher can communicate with the trusted party on TIDAL to trigger the data retrieval and analysis. The trusted party hosts the data analysis component including verifying the request, querying data from the participants’ pods, and executing the predefined analysis algorithms. The data analysis component was built using Javascript and Docker Containers. Docker Container has similar resource isolation and allocation benefits to virtual machines, creating temporary and secure sandboxes. We used the node-docker-api package (V1.1.22) [51] in a combination of the solid-node-client and rdflib.js libraries to access Solid pods from a Docker container.

Figure 6 shows the workflow of data retrieval and analysis after the researcher triggers the execution of a request. TIDAL will first generate and send a schema:ActivateAction message (Listing 3) to the trusted party.

TIDAL retrieves the request file from the researcher’s pod, parses it, and verifies it using the public key. The data must specify the docker image identifiers (dpvtech:isImplementedUsingTechnology), requested data elements (schema:DataFeedItem), valid period of the request (dpv:hasExpiryTime) and other input parameters for the trusted party to retrieve the Docker image from the central repository (e.g., Dockerhub) and execute the analysis. The main input for the analysis includes the requested data elements from each participant’s pod, defined targeted feature, and hyper-parameters for the analysis model. An example code for an linear regression analysis in a Docker image can be found in https://github.com/sunchang0124/TIDAL.. The queried data elements from participants is converted to a tabular data format (e.g., Python Pandas DataFrame format) to be loaded and processed by the analysis models. Only the analysis results such as classification accuracy, precision, recall, regression coefficient can be output and sent to the researcher’s pod. Finally, TIDAL can manage multiple data retrieval and analysis request from researchers simultaneously.

Fig. 6. Workflow of data retrieval and analysis triggered by the researcher.
5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Given the main design idea of TIDAL that is to facilitate researchers to access and analyze data from an amount of individual Solid pods, we designed experiments with three following objectives: 1) to prove TIDAL can interact with an amount of pods that are hosted by different pod providers, 2) to prove TIDAL can retrieve an amount of data elements from these pods and conduct data analysis under reasonable time costs, 3) to prove the feasibility and report efficiency of each step in the workflow of TIDAL.

5.1. Experiment setting

At the time of implementation of TIDAL (December 2020), there were two public Solid pod providers: Inrupt and Solidcommunity. We experimented TIDAL using these two public pods providers and one self-hosted server. The self-hosted server was operated on the Data Science Research Infrastructure at Maastricht University. Each pod

7Data Science Research Infrastructure (DSRI): https://maastrichtu-ids.github.io/dsri-documentation/
provider hosts 256 Solid pods, corresponding to 256 participants. Each participant has a data file containing 128
generated variables and values structured by SNOMED CT [52] vocabularies in RDF/turtle format in their Solid
pods. A simplified data example is presented in Listing 4.

Using each pod provider, we conducted a set of experiments with varying scales of participants and configura-
tions. We started with requesting 4 variables from 4 to 256 participants, and ended with requesting 128 variables
from 4 to 256 participants. The experiments focused on the steps after the researcher collected enough responses
from the participants and triggers the analysis. The execution time has been measured from:

1. querying the data request URI;
2. querying signature and verification key of data request;
3. verifying the signature to ensure the data request has not been modified;
4. (if the verification succeeds) querying the content of data request and WebIDs of participants; and
5. querying RDF data from all participants’ pods.

The web interface of TIDAL was developed using the Semantic User Interface Framework (V2.4.2) [53] with
responsive and scalable layout. We tested the web interface in recent versions of Safari, Chrome, and Firefox. Data
ter retrieval and analysis are performed on a 2.3 GHz PC using Dual-Core Intel Core i5 with 16GB RAM and 500GB
hard disk running MacOS 10.15.7. To run the simulation experiment, we created 256 Solid pods, generated and
stored simulation data in each pod, and granted permission to the requests in an automatic way. The open-source
code are published at: https://github.com/sunchang0124/TIDAL.

5.2. Results

Figure 7 shows how TIDAL scales for querying and analyzing data from individual pods as we increase the
number of variables from 4 to 128 and the number of pods from 4 to 256 hosted by Inrupt, Solidcommunity, and
the self-hosted server. The servers from the pod providers respond to a limited number of requests at one time.
Considering the scalability, we enable TIDAL to parallelly and concurrently access participants’ pods using a con-
current asynchronous function in Javascript (with NodeJS and Express package) to send HTTP requests. TIDAL
only queries the required data elements from Solid pods of 64 participants simultaneously. Once a task gets finished,
a new task is scheduled in the execution queue. We ran each experiment 10 times and presented the average time of
the 10 experiments to avoid possible network latency fluctuations.

Figure 7 shows that the total time costs in querying 4 and 8 pods is approximately 4 to 5 seconds with a negligible
increase as the number of variables increases. When we query data from a large number of pods, the time costs in
fetching data from participants’ pods becomes substantial. It rises linearly when we increase the number of pods
using all pod providers. In the case of querying data from 256 pods, a gradual increase in time costs is observed as
the number of variables increases. In all experiments, the time costs of the first 4 execution steps are constant and
independent of how many variables and pods are required because they query information from a fixed number of
pods from researchers or trusted parties.

Figure 8 shows the total time cost when querying the number of variables from 4 to 128 and the number of pods
from 4 to 256 on three pod providers. From the experiments on all pod providers, the total time cost linearly scales
when the number of pods is increased. The more variables are queried from each pod, the steeper the increase in
time cost is presented. On the contrary, the Inrupt server has a more stable rate and the least time consumption than
the other two pod providers when querying data from more than 64 pods.

6. DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated and tested a ciTZIen-centric DaTA pLatform (TIDAL) using an increasing number of
requested data elements retrieved from an increasing number of Solid pods. From the performance evaluation of
TIDAL, the execution time shows a linear correlation between the number of pods and the number of variables. The
process expends the most of the time in querying data from all the participants. However, it only requires an average
of 40 seconds to query 128 variables from 256 participants’ Solid pods. For a limited set of participants, this can be
Fig. 7. Time costs in each execution steps in querying and analyzing data from Solid pods with increasing the number of variables and pods hosted by Inrupt, Solidcommunity, and self-hosted server respectively.
Fig. 8. Total time costs in querying the increasing number of variables and pods on three pod providers Inrupt, Solidcommunity, and self-hosted server respectively.

considered as an acceptable time for a batch process for use cases that do not demand instant results. In the future, we will improve the workflow and reduce processing time.

When querying data from enormous pods, the number of variables being queried influences the total querying time (Fig. 8). A possible solution to improve the query performance would be the provision of SPARQL support on Solid pods which is missing in the current Solid specification. A SPARQL endpoint would facilitate the execution of complex queries on pods instead of retrieving full RDF files and post-processing them on the client side to extract the requested data elements, decreasing applications performance. The increase in time of the “Fetch RDF data from all participants pods” (Fig. 7) and execution (Fig. 8) is also influenced by the limited number of simultaneous requests handled by the Solid server. Additionally, the processing capability of the experimental hardware also created a bottleneck in querying and analyzing data processes. Therefore, for a practical application we advise the allocation of sufficient computational resources at key architectural locations to reduce the potential bottle-neck when querying and analyzing data from a large number of participants’ pods.

TIDAL supports users to store and request personal data in a structured RDF format using well-established ontologies and terminologies by integrating the Biportal API. The data structured with ontologies and terminologies help users linking their data from multiple sources to enrich and improve the quality of data in their pods. The structured data are human and machine readable, provide language neutrality, unambiguous definitions, and clear relationships. TIDAL works on a decentralized network where people can choose to store their data in different and multiple pods, or self-host the pod individually. Self-hosted data pods in our platform do not differ from other scenarios in terms of granting access, managing data (creating, modifying, deleting), donating their data to some research studies. Furthermore, the data protection laws such as EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) require a number of information requirements about consent for processing personal data. To integrate those requirements into digital consent, TIDAL used the Data Privacy Vocabulary in the participation request to describe and represent information related to requesting and processing of personal data. Data protection laws grant data subjects (participants) the right to withdraw or modify their data anytime they want. On TIDAL, these rights are respected. After the participants approve the data request, they can still update the data elements or withdraw the
approval decision anytime via TIDAL or from their Solid pods directly. On TIDAL, for example, the participants can go to "Create" Page and give the data file path (e.g., https://username.podprovider.net/private/medicalrecord.ttl) as the subject in the data triple, the URI of the data element as the predicate, and the new data value as the object. The analysis is conducted on the (latest) updated value of the data element or without the data elements which have been withdrawn. This process can also enhance reproducibility in research, as researchers can expand and scale their research, both in participants and in future long-term effects / follow-up studies.

The data of the participants are queried and analyzed only at the trusted party. The trusted party can be a separate, independent entity in comparison to the researcher, Solid provider and/or participant. Researchers can only formulate the request, define the algorithm parameters and receive the final results of the analysis but never have access to the data. However, if the Solid provider hosts the trusted party, this trusted party can become a node in a Personal Health Train (PHT) or Federated Learning (FL) infrastructure. In such an infrastructure, the research question travels to the data rather than data being transported to the research question. PHT or FL methodologies connect multiple distributed data sources (e.g., hospitals, clinics) and enable researchers to send analysis models to each data source (e.g., Solid providers) and get the final learning results. However, in addition to strengthening the binary connection between data sources and researchers, TIDAL emphasizes on engaging individuals in health research and connecting them with both researchers and data sources. This is currently still missing in most PHT/FL implementations.

However, our development has to be seen in light of some potential limitations. First, we assume participants have their personal data structured, uploaded, and stored in their own Solid pods. In practice, people who do not have enough knowledge about the data or the technologies will face challenges to structure and store a large amount of data correctly. To tackle this challenge, one solution can be that TIDAL provides well-structured data models and adds functions to convert different formats of data files (e.g., CSV, XML) into RDF turtle file and upload converted RDF triples to Solid pods for participants. Another solution can be encouraging data collectors such as hospitals or pharmacies to help participants structure their own data. For example, if the patients’ medical records have been structured and linked with some international terminologies by the hospital, then the hospital can request to store the structured medical records data to patients’ Solid pods directly. This is connected to other research topics of data modeling and data conversion for personal health data in Solid pods which is beyond the scope of the current study.

Furthermore, the current version of TIDAL presents every published data request that is in the valid period to all participants. In this case, participants receive some data requests that are not relevant to them. As researchers do not know which participants have the relevant data for their research, they are unable to send the data request to the target cohort instead of the general public. Therefore, to improve TIDAL, we invest in generating privacy-preserving metadata for each solid pod. The privacy-preserving metadata is supposed to describe sufficient information about one pod but not reveal any sensitive information. One of the potential solutions is to employ Bloom Filter which is a probabilistic data structure for efficient set membership querying [54]. Bloom filter tests whether the participant has the requested data elements in their data pods and returns two possible answers: “probably in the pod” or “definitely not in the pod”. With this method, we can prevent participants in a specific study (e.g. for psychological disorders) from being identified that they are diagnosed with a specific disease or disorder. Another approach is that TIDAL asks participants to indicate their preference on the type of research and data request. For example, if the participant is only interested in diabetes research, then TIDAL will only present data requests that are related to diabetes research in order to decrease the complexity of using TIDAL for general users.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a novel citizen-centric data platform (called TIDAL) to give individuals fine-grained access to their data and facilitate health research. The TIDAL platform not only collects data and manages digital consents, but also structures data requests with integrating the vocabulary services and standards such as the Data Privacy Vocabulary. The data requests are used as a digital consent and provide the algorithm parameters and model configuration for the predefined data analyses. The analyses are executed in an automatic manner which ensures the data to be exactly analyzed as promised by the researchers in their data requests. Finally, only the analysis results are sent to the researchers. We demonstrated the feasibility and efficiency of TIDAL by running a set of
simulation experiments using different numbers of variables and Solid pods hosted on three different providers (Inrupt, Solidcommunity and a self-hosted server). TIDAL is not only limited to health research, it can be used in other fields such as social sciences (e.g., demographic and anthropology studies), economic and finance studies, political, marketing, and education research.

To improve the user experience, we intend to recruit a group of users to assess the human interaction of TIDAL and collect their feedback. In the future, we will evaluate TIDAL in a real-life use case with real participants and health researchers. We will evaluate how usable the request form is for researchers and how long it will take researchers to complete the entire request form. Meanwhile, we will also investigate how understandable the data request cards are for general participants, and how easy they feel to approve and withdraw the permissions.

The current version of TIDAL allows researchers to perform only a predefined set of analysis models. More analysis models will be designed in future work for complex analysis and experiments according to the researchers’ scientific questions. Researchers can apply the needed model and tune the parameters rather than coding or modifying the entire model. The risk of hacking or data leakage in the analysis process can be minimized. It is also possible for researchers to register a new analysis algorithm by themselves by pushing the analysis Docker image to Docker hub so that TIDAL access and pull the image. We require these Docker images to be public so that everyone can view and check the algorithms. However, how to check, control, authenticate, and authorize these Docker images for analysis is still ongoing research. Another future work can be considered is to improve the logging process. The logging files in the current version of TIDAL store the data access records in participants’ Solid pods when the participants grant permission or anyone access to their data. Next, we intend to investigate in applying Blockchain technologies for handling loggings in a more transparent and secure manner. Several studies have developed tools integrating Solid and Blockchain [55], [56].

Furthermore, the current version of TIDAL only handles static data. In the further development, we consider extending TIDAL to also handle streams of RDF data (RDF triples or graphs with temporal annotations) or real-time data processing [57]. For example, TIDAL users can synchronize their health or fitness data from their wearable devices such as mobile phones or fitness watches to their Solid pods. These data are first converted to RDF stream data and stored in the users’ pods. Then, we consider integrating with RDF stream processing engines in TIDAL to handle the long-standing query, which is continuously executed, over RDF stream data from the distributed Solid data pods.
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Appendix A. Examples (pseudo code) of querying request files and querying data from Solid pods

**Pseudo-code 1** Query valid requests and display on TIDAL

```plaintext
1: procedure QUERY A PUBLISHED REQUEST
2: PublishedRequestslist ← a list of URIs of published requests from TIDAL index file
3: for PublishedRequestslist do
4: RequestRDF ← await fetchDocument(PublishedRequestslist) ▷ Fetch and parse RDF triples from pods
5: ExpiryDate ← RequestRDF .getObject(schema.endDate)) ▷ Query ExpiryDate (Object in the triple) from <RequestURI schema:endDate ?ExpiryDate>
6: if ExpiryDate > today then
7: Display RequestRDF
```

**Pseudo-code 2** Query data elements from participants using TIDAL

```plaintext
1: After the request is successfully verified:
2: procedure QUERYING REQUESTED DATA FROM A SOLID POD
3: RequestURI ← a request with enough participants and being triggered by the researcher
4: ParticipantWebIDs ← a list of WebIDs from participants who approved the data request
5: RequestRDF ← await fetchDocument(RequestURI) ▷ Fetch and parse the request file
6: RequestedDataElementURI ← RequestRDF .getObject(schema.DataFeedItem) ▷ URIs of data elements
7: for ParticipantWebIDs do
8: for RequestedDataElement do
9: AllDataTriples ← await fetchDocument(ParticipantDataFile) ▷ Fetch and parse the data file
10: RequestedDataValue ← AllDataTriples .getObject(RequestedDataElementURI) ▷ Query the data value (an object in a triple: e.g., <SomeWebID schema:name ?name>
```
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